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Abstract
We established a new approach for cryptographic digital signature scheme based on
Mandelbrot and Julia fractal sets. We have embedded the features of ECC (elliptic curve
cryptography) to the digital signature scheme based on Mandelbrot and Julia fractal sets.
We offered a digital signature that has advantages of both the fractal based digital signature
as well as of elliptic curve digital signature.
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1. Introduction
The public key cryptosystem introduced by Diffie and Hellman [1] in 1976, numerous
public key cryptosystems have been proposed and implemented. Digital signature is an
electronic verification mechanism based on the public-key scheme and is considered as a
type of the asymmetric cryptography that is focusing on message authenticity. The digital
signature scheme is used to provide a guarantee that the original content of a message is
unchanged by unauthorized party, which is known as the data integrity. The assurance that
the source of data is as claimed, which is known as message authentication, and the
assurance that an entity cannot deny commitments which is known as non-repudiation [2].
The output of the signature process is called the digital signature. Then in 1982 fractal has
been coined [3]. The Mandelbrot set, named after Benoit Mandelbrot, is a fractal. Fractals
are objects that display self-similarity at various scales. Magnifying a fractal reveals
small-scale details similar to the large-scale characteristics. Although the Mandelbrot set
is self-similar at magnified scales, the small scale details are not identical to the whole. In
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fact, the Mandelbrot set is infinitely complex. The algorithm to generate it is an equation
involving complex numbers. Alia and Samsudin [4] studied the aspects of fractal systems
in the treatment of public-key cryptography systems, with focus on Mandelbrot fractal set
and Julia fractal set (see Fig. 1).
In digital signature based on public-key algorithms, the private key is used to sign a
message, while the public key is used to verify the authenticity of the message.

Fig. 1. Digital signature scheme.

The use of elliptic curve in cryptography was introduced by Lenstra’s elliptic curve
factorization algorithm [5]. Inspired by this sudden unexpected application of elliptic
curves in integer factorization, in the mid 1980s, Koblitz [6] and Miller [7] independently
introduced the elliptic curve public key cryptography system, a method based on the
discrete logarithmic problem over the points on an elliptic curve. The security in elliptic
curve schemes is based on the complexity of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem.
A more detailed discussion on digital signature scheme can be found in refs. [8-11].
In this paper, we introduced a digital signature scheme having properties of fractal
based and elliptic curve based digital signature scheme simultaneously to sign and verify
the corresponding message.
2. Materials and Methods
The fractal digital signature scheme [6] is to generate the private key and public key by
using Mandelbrot function (Eq. 1) and Julia function (Eq. 2).
zn = f ( zn −1 ), z0 = c; c, z ∈ C ; n ∈ Z

(1)

=
zn f ( zn −1 ), =
z0 y; y , c, z ∈ C ; n ∈ Z

(2)

Fractal digital signature scheme involves a sender and a receiver. The receiver must
generate the public key from the chosen private key, and then send the public key to the
sender. The sender will then generate his public key by using Mandel function and send it
to the receiver.
(3)
zn d = zn −1 × c 2 × d ; z , c, d ∈ C ; n ∈ Z
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Here znd is the generated public key, generated by the receiver by executing
equation(3). The receiver’s private key is the value (d, n). Similarly for the sender, with
the private value of (e, k), the sender will produce the corresponding public key, zke,
generated by using Mandel function. The Mandel function is given by

zk e = zk −1 × c 2 × e; z , c, e,∈ C ; k ∈ Z

(4)

Executing Julia function by the sender will sign the message m to produce the
signature S. The signature S with the message m, will then send to the receiver. Similarly,
the receiver will execute Julia function to produce V which then is used to verify the
message m.
After exchanging the public keys and executing the Julia function, sender and receiver
had completed the secured digital signature scheme. The corresponding signature process
is further illustrated by (5) and (6).
S = c k − x × ( zn d ) k e × m, where S , c ∈ C ; n, x, k ∈ Z , m ∈ R
n− x

V=
c × ( zk e) n d × m, where V , c ∈ C ; n, x, k ∈ Z

(5)
(6)

The variable x is used to reduce the final calculation. The value x can be set to 0, if
desired. Details of ECC scheme can be found in ref. [8-10].
3. Algorithm of Proposed Digital Signature
Choose a sequence of elliptic curve℘′( z )2 = 4℘( z )3 − g℘( z ) − h , where g and h are constants;
℘ is the Weierstrass elliptic function and ℘′( z ) its derivative. We know that, any digital
signature scheme involves a sender and a receiver. As mentioned earlier Mandelbrot and
Julia properties were used in the design for this proposed digital signature scheme. In the
proposed algorithm, sender and receiver must agree and use the public domain value c (a
complex number) and a sequence of elliptic curves defined over complex numbers. The
sender took an elliptic curve, yk2 =xk3 + Axk + B such that k ∈ [1, p − 1] his private key (k is an
integer). The receiver took a elliptic curve yn2 =xn3 + axn + b n ∈ [1, r − 1] his private key (r is an
integer). Receiver and sender generated z=
xn + iyn and z=k xk + iyk respectively such that
n
zn zk −1 = zk zn−1 , where
=
zm f=
( zm−1 ), z0 c , c is a complex number (global information).
Sender chooses (n, d ) and receiver chooses (k , e) as their private keys where
e, d ∈ C . Now receiver uses Mandelbrot function (Eq. 1) and his private keys to produce
the public keys zk e executing Eq. (3) and sender zn d respectively.
a. Sender and receiver choose elliptic curves yn2 =xn3 + axn + b and yk2 =xk3 + Axk + B ,
respectively, such that n ∈ [1, r − 1] and k ∈ [1, p − 1] , where a, b, A, B ∈ Fp ,0 ≤ x ≤ p and
-16(4a3 + 27b2) mod p≠0 both agree on domain value c ∈ C .
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b. Sender must generate z=
xn + iyn using n and receiver must generate z=k xk + iyk
n
using such that zn zk −1 = zk zn−1 , where
=
zm f=
( zm−1 ), z0 c , c is a complex number (global
information).
c. Sender and Receiver must generate public key from using zn , and zk with the help
of chosen private values and then send the public key to the each other. The
receiver generates his public key by using the equation zk e = zk −1 × c 2 × e; z , c, e ∈ C
and k ∈ Z .
d. Sender produces the corresponding public key zn d , generated by using the
equation: zn d = zn −1 × c 2 × d ; z , c, d ∈ C and n ∈ Z .
e. Now by executing Julia function sender will sign the message m to produce the
signature S. The signature with the message m will then send to the receiver.
S = c n − x × ( zk e) n d × m, S , c ∈ C , n, x, k ∈ Z , m ∈ R .
f. Similarly Receiver will execute Julia function to produce V which then is used to
verify the message m, V = c n − x × ( zn d ) k e × m,V , c ∈ C , n, x, k ∈ Z , m ∈ R .
g. Signature is valid if S = V .
4. Results and Discussion
Let E be the sequence of elliptic curves defined over complex numbers and let En, Ek be
the selected curves. Calculation of the points zke, znd from zn, zk by Mandelbrot function
depends upon the number of iterations n, k as well as the variation constant, d and e,
which makes the Mandel function values jump path chaotically. It is very difficult to
mount an attack on the proposed scheme because of the iteration which is unknown to the
public. Hence, we can identify that the hard problem for the proposed fractal digital
signature is through the chaos property of the fractal function which in this case depends
on the private key selection. Our process completely prevents the attack on the private
values.
The Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) provides the highest strength-per-bit of any
cryptosystem known today. Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems (ECCs) are becoming more
popular because of the reduced number of key bits required in comparison to other
cryptosystems.
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